
*All prices include the Italian Value Added Tax

Delivering the ULTIMATE in GUITAR TONE TECHNOLOGY 

100w of pure, modern tube tone. 3 channels: Clean, Crunch e Lead, that open up 
a vast variety of usable tones from a sparkling clean all the way to an aggressive 
distortion so hot it can melt steel. You choose EL34 or 6L6 tubes.

€2990 (EL34)         €2990 (6L6)

Pure tube tone with a versatile single channel, this amp is optimized for those 
who love simplicity or who prefer working with pedals and effects.Equipped 
with EL34 tubes available in 50w or100w versions.   

€1990 (50W)       €2290  (100W)

Setting a new standard for rack mounted preamps.  Pure, transparent, 
harmonically rich tone in three completely separated channels. 

€2090

What’s better to render the awesome tones of Masotti amps? The X412M half-
stack cabinet!

€990

100w of pure classic british tube tone. 3 channels: Clean, Crunch e Lead, all three 
with the now famous masotti character, dynamics and transparency.  7x 12AX7, 
4 x EL34, tube-based effect loop, MIDI controllable.  

€2990

X100M "Classic" 3 Channel Amplifier

M1 Single Channel Tube Amplifier

X3M 3 Channel  Rack Preamplifier

X412M Cassa

X100M "Modern" 3 Channel Amplifier

Public Price List

The Clean Channel of the M1 combined with the Lead channel of the infamous 
X100M. Pure versatility and tone.  Available in 50W (49R) e 100W (99R)  versions.         

€2290  49R          €2590 99R

Afterburner 2 Channel Amplifier



Black Box Buffer

White Box Buffer/
Booster

OD Box Overdrive

Feed Box 
Alimentatore

PW4 Alimentatore

TB-6 Looper

Loop Rail Midi Looper

MXM Midi Line Mixer

Control Unit Matrice Midi

The Black Box guitar buffer 
device prevents signal loss 
and degradation through 
long cables and complex 
pedalboard systems.  

€115

TheWhite Box is a Black box 
with a booster to add an 
additional 0-25dB of gain to 
your signal. 

€150

Designed to push your amp 
into your desired overdrive 
or distortion with a great 
amount of tweakability and 
tone sculpting possibilities. 

€225

Feed Box is a high 
performance solution for 
powering small and mid 
sized pedalboards. 

€95

The PW4 power supply is 
the best solution available 
for ground loop problems 
in complex pedalboards. 

€160

The TB-6 is an innovative 
floor device that manages 
up to 6 separate effects 
devices and allows the 
guitarist to directly activate 
or exclude any effect.

€450

A convenient rackmounted version of the TB-6 with an 
included 4 device power supply. 

€790

The MXM Mixer allows you to connect two or more multief-
fects units in parallel for better signal quality.

€690

The Control Unit is a complete system for controlling com-
plex effects chains using pedals and multieffects.

€1250
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